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Reel vs. Real

“The whole of life is just like watching a film. Only it's as though you always get in ten

minutes after the big picture has started, and no-one will tell you the plot, so you

have to work it out all yourself from the clues.”

- Terry Pratchett, Moving Pictures

In this age of war, crime and unhappiness , every  human at one point in their

life wishes and dreams of, and even craves for the existence of a utopia, a surreal

life - a life that offers more of an upward stability as compared to a current state of

being, which in some aspect may be lacking. Where an ideal life may not include any

troubles found today, and offers the cliché of clouds with a silver lining, real life

includes not only troubles but also so much more, which provides many nameable
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contrasts between the two. In one world there is sunshine all year round, in the other

a grossly challenging variety, often not wanting to be faced. This is what exactly

sums up reel vs. the real!

2004 Dadasaheb Phalke award winner and eminent director of Malayalam

movies Mr Adoor Gopalakrishnan says - “It is impossible to truthfully present

characters who do not represent social life in some way or the other. I can ascertain

that there are lively social issues in all my films”. We often get to see startling

resemblances between events of real and reel life, be it films or documentaries.

Psychologists say that a film is great when it reflects a person's own values. Our

emotions show what we value. Do you value life? Then you might cry if someone

dies of a terrible illness in a movie. Do you value harmony? Then you might be very

uncomfortable when people shout at each other angrily in a movie. Do you want to

find a wonderful partner? Then your heart might beat strongly when you watch two

young people fall in love. Movies, like good books, can help us make decisions about

how we should or should not live our lives. Great films help us discover our personal

values.

"Films can be consciousness-raising tools; their stories are personal mentors that

lessen fear or illuminate the love, virtue, and wholeness already present in our lives”.

- Marsha Sinetar, Reel Power: Spiritual Growth through Film

Hindi films today, reflect the transformation of the Indian psyche from a

post-colonial pastiche of different politeness of the 1950s to the confident global

Indian of present century. For decades, Bollywood reflected the angst and agony of

struggling India. From  its inception, every  decade  of  Bollywood  has  reflected 
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various aspects  of  real  life  on reels  of  cinema. When Dadasaheb integrated

centuries old mythological  narratives with the emerging  medium  of  cinema  in 

films  like  Raja  Harishchandra  and  Kaliya-Mardan, it  was  instantly  lapped  up  by 

audiences  and  showcased a  spiritual  bent in the mind  of  society back then. The

film  Kismet, released  during  Quit  India Movement,  was  a  cinematic  rendition  of 

resistance  against  imperialistic  British  by Indians. Post 90s terrorism was

reflected in films like Roja, Maachis, Sarfarosh and Dil Se. Mumbai riots and bomb

blasts were acutely pained in movie like Bombay. Sex, no longer a taboo gave way to

movies like Murder and Khwahish. If Dil Chahta Hai echoed self-assured, cool and

keep smiling, live-today mantra of Indian youth, Black, Corporate, Lage Raho Munaa

Bhai and Black Friday vindicated that films can portray complex issues. These films,

we all realize and understand, are the mere cinematic versions of the unquestionable

truth or fact. Romance, popular novels, patriotism, underworld politics, and a nexus

of human emotions are still the moving themes and are projected without any

hesitation.

Cinema is the beautiful combination of art, literature and science. Art and

literature, like reflections of life, represent moments of life and science studies man

and his world. It is a tool of social reform as it expresses the feelings of humans and

their idea of contemporary society. So, cinema invariably presents man and his life in

the society. In  its long  journey  of  more  than  a  century, cinema  has  transformed

 itself  from  being  a taboo and  absolute  no-no  to a virtual  way of  life. Various

aspects in society and life are too complex for oral transmission, so, movie makers

make fiction out of them, ultimately casting them universal. Cinema is between art

and life, unlike painting and literature; cinema both gives to life and takes from it.

Movies make magic. They shape our thoughts. They take real and make it into
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something else before our very eyes. In fact legendary filmmaker Stan Brakhage

comments on this very tendency of films to be neo-realistic. “All this slavish

mirroring of human condition feels like a bird singing in front of the mirrors. The less

a work of art reflects the world the more it is being in the world and having its natural

being like anything else. Film must be free of all imitations, of which the most

dangerous one is the imitation of life.” Cultural critics have proclaimed this to be the

postmodern age of nomads where everything is in perpetual change and fixed

boundaries lose their meaning and people look to movies to pull away from familiar

to move into the world of the other. Strangely, cinema assumes a pedagogical role in

the lives of many. However, movies couldn’t be more further from the truth.

Movies are made to sell, appeal, and to connect. To be true to their purpose,

they reflect reality, yet, at times reel life is but a travesty of real life. Just as Robert

Galbraith quotes in The Silkworm, “There are always loose ends in real life”, real life

is more about the gaps left in between the picture perfect moments. It is the struggle

before victory, the disjointed efforts which harmonize and eventuate in a happy

ending, it is a journey. Reel life characters are driven by fervour, but, real life is

beyond vehemence. In contrast to a single powerful paroxysm of some emotion or

activity as in reel life, snippets of experiences and incidental raw emotions with

imprecise exposition, often falsely adjudging such emotions to well-defined domains

of basic human emotions, and their atypical interpretations lead to actual actions in

real life.

One entire lifetime is indeed too short to live through everything there is to live

for. Films are a means to live through so many experiences, we miss otherwise,

vicariously. The question is whether the emotions invoked by a film are our own or

are they simply projections of the filmmaker’s persona? To create a form of art with
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a descriptive narrative and at the same time provide the receptor of this art liberty to

construe it with absolute indifference is not something easily done, it requires

immense artistry. After all, movies start and conclude within a frame of time

whereas some other forms of art are for the observer to imbibe and interpret.

In the monotony of life, reel life provides an opportunity for mental escapades.

We as audiences often connect to movies and characters so strongly that we live in

them and we let them nurture within this metaphysical state of our mind, but, this

escapade eventually manifests into a form of escapism. The world of movies or

television is at times a faction of a life that our psyche subconsciously yearns for, so

comfortable that we choose to let our minds digress into this unreal, yet, so palpable

life. This serves a direct impact on the reality that we are in, since, real goes by

different rules than the reel does.

“Reality is that which, when you stop believing in it, doesn't go away.”

- Philip K. Dick, I Hope I Shall Arrive Soon

Reel life, even though incorporeal, has a hue of palpability to it. Its effect,

indeterminate, comes from a spectrum of factors like genres, film makers,

audiences, the zest of times, and many more. Whether reality is reflected on reel or

does the surrealism of the reel life animate in our real lives is a matter of perpetual

dissention. What really matters is which facet of reel vs. real we espouse and to

what extent do we let it alter our own reality?
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